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Why is Python casting

floating point to an
integer? After doing

some Python 3.6 loops in
two different ways I

noticed that the results
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differ. So I checked
what's going on under

the hood and I found that
Python does this: >>> a
= 127.0 >>> a = 127
>>> a 127.0 >>> a =
13.6 >>> a 130 That's
Python casting the float

number to the integer? Is
it done to avoid special
math functions to not
work? Or maybe to be
consistent with the C

performance? A: Python
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is an interpreted
language, just like your

favorite interpretor.
Python types are not

baked into the bytecode,
but instead are used at

runtime to perform
operations. As such, the

interpreter needs to
know the size of the type

that a given value
represents at runtime. It

just so happens that
bytecode is often a good
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way to preserve this
information, as well as
allowing it to be shared

between different
interpreter instances and

threads (though the
runtime semantics of

objects for each thread
should also be unique to

that thread).
Furthermore, because

this metadata is needed
at run time, it needs to

be cached. And because
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most objects that will be
passed to Python are

small, and storing them
in memory is fast, it just
makes sense to cache

them all at once. So one
of the things that Python

does with types is to
cache their

representation at the
level of the basic data
type, including exact

representation of floating
point values. If you don't
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expect to access the
value more than a

handful of times, using it
as an integer will be

faster than repeatedly
casting it back to the
float type, and then

doing the float math. If
you want to see what

Python does at each level
of the type system, see
this answer of mine: A:
Java does not perform

this cast. Casts are
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something that happen in
places of code that can't
be verified or executed
by the JVM. A: Python is

interpreting. An
interpreted language is

one where the
interpretation

(implementation of the
language) is done on the
fly and every time you

run it. I.e. you don't have
a library or something
that takes care of this
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